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At the start of Swedenborg’s concentrated philosophic period begin-
ning in 1734, he laid out his position respecting “the means which

more especially conduce to a knowledge truly philosophical...” (Principia,
Clissold trans. p. 2). It is this that Prof. Edward Allen examines in the
opening article in this issue.

In “The Conjugial Principle” Dr. Reuben Bell explores the significance
of it in creation. Swedenborg regarded the sphere of conjugial love as the
most universal of all. In Conjugial Love (n. 222) he states: “There are many
spheres which proceed from Him, such as the sphere of preservation of the
created universe...But of all these the universal sphere is the conjugial...”
Dr. Bell shows how this is so.

We continue Dr. Erik-Karl Sjödén’s “Swedenborg in France” with
chapters 12 and 13 titled “Balzac and his ‘Buddha of the North’” and “The
Correspondence between Le Boys des Guays and George Sand.” Placing
Swedenborg and the church that developed on the basis of his Writings in
the broad context of cultural history is an especially valuable aspect of Dr.
Sjödén’s treatise in my view.

In Translator’s Corner Rev. Dr. J. Durban Odhner includes a paper by
Prof. Tatsuya Nagashima presented as a talk to a publishers group at the
1996 General Church Assembly in Bryn Athyn. He places his paper within
the context of the central theme of the Assembly, “Toward a New Church
Culture.” Although he focuses on problems in the translation of
Swedenborg’s theological works into Japanese, nonetheless, Prof.
Nagashima’s paper has clear implications for translation of these works
into the language of any culture.

Then follows a talk given to the Board of the Academy of the New
Church by Rev. Dr. Jonathan S. Rose on the new edition of Experientiae
Spirituales. As well, Dr. Odhner gives an account of the presentation of the
6th and final volume of this edition to Mr. Olav Lindström of the Swedish
Council for Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences. I refer you to
the advertisement for this set of volumes in this issue.
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